
Vista Broadcasting has joined Gabriola’s John Hague in filing
an second intervention in Rogers Broadcasting’s application to
expand Victoria’s 100,000 watt CIOC 98.5FM, Ocean Lite
Rock. 

If permitted, Roger’s new transmitting tower on Salt Spring
would take away the last channel on the West Coast suitable for
the fledgling Gabriola community radio station. 

The application has also stepped on the toes of Vista’s
Duncan radio station. Vista Radio’s Intervention cites the fact
that a new expanded service would cross over Rogers allowed
service area into the area broadcast to by the Duncan station,
CJSU The Sun. 

Gabriola Radio President Ken Zakreski thinks that the two
interventions will squelch Roger’s application to the Canadian
Radio and Television Commission (CRTC). ‘These type of out-
of-market signals are generally not  supported by the CRTC,’
commented Rob Bye, radio station manager for  Nanaimo’s
CKWV The Wave.

Rogers had stated its primary goal with its expansion was to
better service However, Vista’s engineering report, filed by its
V-P Bryan Edwards, points out that it is clear that the proposed
synchronous transmitter will not greatly improve reception of
CIOC-FM’s signal in the Saanich Peninsula, and in fact will
create serious reception problems by extending the signal

north-northwest into another market.
It turns out Vista have also noticed that Salt Spring’s Mount

Tuam lies between the Rogers tower site and the town of
Sydney. ‘FM is basically line of sight transmission,’ said
Zakreski, ‘with Mount Tuam in the way, Sidney won’t get better
service, I don’t think its a case of sloppy engineering by Rogers,
as much as this was their best shot and it fell short. Lucky break
for Gabriola Radio, we’ll wait to see what the CRTC decides.’

‘The CRTC may overlook one set of concerns but when two
disparate  parties object for different reasons, it gets harder for
the commission to overlook the arguments expressed. I am
now giving Gabriola Radio a better then 50-50 chance of
winning this round with Rogers’, adds Zakreski.

Gabriola Radio is hoping the CRTC will permit them to re-
apply for CKGI-98.7 at 60 watts. It’s earlier application was
withdrawn because of a technical objection posed by Rogers. A
decision on the Rogers application by the CRTC could take two
to six months. 0
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